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TECHNICAL DATA

Max. diam. of log 2m (6'6")

Max. depth of cut 80Omm (3'172")

Max. elevation of blade 1650mm (65")
above log bearer

Overall width 5.5m (18')

Overall length 3.O5m (1O')

s0m/sec (5900ft/min), 28.4mlsec (5590Vmin)
or 26.8m/sec (5275fi/min)
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lmperial conversions are approximate.

Foreslor is a registered trademark.

Because we des¡re to incorporate improvements whenever possible we reserve the
right to change specifications or design at any time without nol¡ce and without
incuring obl¡gation.

Sawing through & through.
Cutting cants & squaring.

Max. overall height 3.82m (1 2'6V2")

Track wheel centres 2.5m (8'2%"1

Rail track gauge 2.5m (8'21b")

Rail track type 12.4kg/m lZSlb/Vd) FB section

Power unil Electric
Ht-.._ì

Power rating 75kW (1oohp)

Feed speed Up to 30m/min (1OOft/min)

Blade speed

Blade width 2o3mm (8")

Blade thickness 1.6mm (16 gauge)

Bandwheel diam. 160Omm (63")

Bandwheel width 190rñm (772")

Bandwheel profile Crowned

Halving. Quartering.

Max¡mum log diameter 2m (6'6").

Can saw in half maximum d¡ameter 1,5m (5')

No expensive foundations needed.

Minimum of maintenance.

Strong heavy-duty construction throughout.

Powerful 75kW (lOOhp) main electric motor.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF HORIZONTAL BANDMILLS & A LEADING
MANUFACTURER OF MACHINERY FOR
SAWMILL, FORESTRY & FARM WOODLAND USE.

MOVING HORIZONTAL BANDMILL
OR WITH CONVENTIONAL LOG CARRIAGE.

FORESTOR
Anton Mill, Anton Mill Lane, Andover, Hants. SPlO 2NW, England.
Telephone: Andover (O2æ) 33/.142.
Telex:4711 1 Forest G.
Fax: Andover (O2æ) 334145.

Ihls shows a Forestor bandml/ as a sfafic unit working with a log carriage.
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The depth of cut is measured accurately by
digital counter.

The pedestal control console. The long veriical
bar is the fæd lever.

Power operated depth-of-cut control.
Elevation and lowering of the sawblade is
powered by a two speed 5.5/4.0 kW electric
brake motor wod<ing through a precision
gearbox driving high speed screw jacks. These
are fully protected by expanding guards. The
exact depth of cul is measured extremely
accurately by digital counter. A manually
operated handwheel is also fitted.

Limit switches. These are fitted to automalically
stop the machine at the limits of its elevation and
lowering.

l-lydraulic feed. The Forestor 20O is fitted with
hydrostat¡c variable speed drive for both fon¡yard
and reverse movement. lt is infinitely variable
from O to 30m per min. (fhe maximum speed
can be varied on special orders to meet
particular requiremenls.) T[e hydraulic feed unit
is completely self-contained and needs no
maintenance (only the oil needs changing
approximately every 6 months). The feed is very
smooth and sensitive in operation, right down to
the lowest speed.

True variable feed speeds. The feed speeds
are truly variable between the minimum and
maximum, controlled by the feed lever. The
further the lever is pushed forward of the neutral
posit¡on the faster the machine will travel
forward. And the further the lever is pulled
backwards lrom the neutral position the faster
the return speed. lf released, the lever
automatically returns lo neutral and the machine
stops.

Support columns. These are precision ground
(steel) and chromium plated for hardness,
durability and to be anti-corrosive. Wiper seals
are fitted to exclude dusl etc. The wide spacing
of these support columns, plus their precision
fitting, contribute to the superior stability of the
Forestor 2OO.

Hydraulic log turning &
adjust for natural taper
control console.

dogging is available to position, turn, L¡mit switches automatically stop the
and dog, by one operator trom a remote machine at its maximum height or

depth.

The electric blade straining controls, with dial to ¡ndicate the strain applied. A handwheel is also fitted.

Electro-hydraulic spæd variator which drives the Íeed.

With the first Forestor bandmills we pioneered
the moving horizontai bandmill method of
sawing. We have now drawn on our specialised
knowledge and experience, gained over many
years and in many countries, to produce this
latest machine, called the Forestor 20O. We have
incorporated all the lessons that we have leamed
and laken. advantage of modern developments in
materials and technology to produce a machine
at the lowest cost possible while still maintaining
the strength, stability and reliability demanded of
a real industrial bandmill.

A particular feature of this machine is that it has
been purpose designed to saw thru' & thru' large
tropical hardwoods, up to 2m (6'6") in diameter,
and also to saw in half logs up to 1.5m (5') in
diameter. The latter feature is for lhose wishing
to half and quartertheir logs, before subsequent
sawing, to gain the best face, grain and price.

The Forestor 20O has been designed to operate
in West Africa and the Far East and other
countries of the world where conditions can be
very tough. But the qualities needed for these
conditions are just as welcome in the more
sophisticated sawmill wherq lhe Forestor 20O,
serued by simple handling aids, can
supplement, or compete with, very much more
costly equipment.

It is not only in the enormous saving in capital
cost that the Forestor 20O scores. Because of
the complete elimination of the log carriage and
the subsequenl saving in power needed to move
it, the Forestor 20O is very economical to run.

Of course there are situations where a log
carriage machine is preferred and if this is so a
strong mechanised log carriage with hydraulic
drive can be provided.

Long-lile ral shoes are fitted to keep the
rails clean.

Log capacity, The Forestor 20O will saw logs up
to 2.0m (6'6") in diameter through and through. lt
will saw in half a log up to a maximum diameter
of 'l.5m (5'). lt will saw two or more logs side by
side provided their ioint width does not exceed
the maximum permitted. When used without a
log carriage logs of any length can be sawn,
limited only by the length of track employed.

Low installation cost. Because no complicated
foundations are needed, installation cÒsts have
been largely eliminated.

Heavy duty machine. Of boxed steel
construction to g¡ve the best possible strength lo
weight ratio and the maximum resistance to
shock loadings, the Forestor 20O is a heavy-duty
industrial machine.

Ease of maintenance. The Forestor 20O has
been designed to be as maintenance-free as
possible. All bearings, with the necessary
exception of lhose on the bandwheels, are
sealed for life.

Drive motor. The main drive is by a powerful
75kW (1OOhp) electric motor. Should you require
complete independence from extemal. power
sources a diesel powered generator is available.

Control console. A pedestal conlrol console is
fitted adjacent to the operators normal working
position. A joystick controls elevation and
lowering and allows for fast or slow operation.
There are stop/start buttons for the feed,
elevation and main motors, the latter also has
inching facility.

Folding doors give Íull and easy access to the bandwheels.

Bandwheels. l60omm (63") in diameter by
190mm (71/2") wide, they are cast in high quality
iron and are amply proportioned for strength.
They are machined all over and stalically and
dynamically balanced.

Blade speed. The standard bandwheel pulley
gives a lineal blade speed of 3Om/sec (5900ft/
min). Altemative bandwheel pulleys are available
as standard giving blade speeds of 28.4m/æc
(559Oft/min) or 26.8m/sec (527Sft/min).

Blade lubrication. The lubricant is fed, through
felt pads, to the blade via the bandwheel.

Blade strain¡ng. The precise straining
mechanism ¡ncorporates a hydraulic load cell
which indicales on a dial the exact strain
applied. Strain is applied or released by an
electric motordriven screw jack incorporating
pre-set cut-oul at max¡mum tension.

Blade alignment. This is achieved by finely
ad.iusting the tracking of the idler bandwheel.

Blade guides. One blade guide is fixed, the
other is instanlly adjustable from the operators
position. Both are fitted with Chaco'friction-free'
guiding elements.

Guards,The bandwheel and saw guards open
to provide quick and easy access to the blade.
Guarding on the Forestor 20O conforms fully to
UK regulations.

Track wheels, Of high quality cast iron, they are
widely spaced in very long wheelboxes to
ensure the best stability. This is one of lhe
features of the Forestor 20O which contributes to
its superior performance.

Ra¡l cleaners, Long-life rail scraper shoes are
fitted to the leading and trailing ends of both
wheelboxes to keep the rails clean and clear of
sawdust. This helps to ensure the maintenance
of accurate cutting.

Track. The standard length of track (rails and
fittings) supplied is 10.96m (36'). This enables
logs up to approximately 8m (26') to be sawn.
Extra length of track can be supplied if needed.

Standard dogging. The boxed steel log bearers
incorporate quick action mechanical log grips
which are adiustable for height. The log grips are
reversible giving a choice of two depths of
penetration.

Pneumatic dogg¡ng. Fully automatic pneumatic
dogging is available as an altemative to the
standard mechanical dogging.

l-lydraul¡c log turn¡ng & dogging equipment.
This has been designed to be used with Forestor
horizontal bandmills. lt enables one operator,
from a remote conlrol console, to position, lum,
adiust for natural taper and dog. The standard
pack has two log tuming units which will handle
logs from approximately 2m (6'6") to 4m ('13') in
length with a maximum weight of 3ooOkg
(660Olbs). For longer and large diameter, dense,
heavy logs add¡tional units would be required.

Sawdust extraction, Sawdust is blown out
through a side duct. An attachment sleeve and
flexible piping for connection to sawdust
edraclion units can be supplied on request. A
self contained sawdust extraction unit, which is
mounted on the machine, can be supplied.

Simple handling aids.Thê use of simple
handling aids makes log and cut timber handling
much easier. We can offer from stock simple and
inexpensive mechanised handling equipment
such as hoists with scissor attachment for log
positioning and vacuum lifts lor easy removal of
sawn timber.

P rec i s i on- g rou nd steel c h rom i u m - pl ated col u m n s
suppot't the platform and give the 200 suprior stability

Mechanical dogging. Pneumat¡c dogging.

Optional log carriage. lf the Forestor 20O is to
be used as a static machine the standard log
carriage has a maximum capacity of 2m (6'6")
diameter by 8m (26') in length. lt is supplied
complete with hydrostatic variable drive unit,
cable drum and haul cable. lt is available with
manual, hydraulic or pneumatic dogging. The rail
length supplied is 21m (69').

Saw doctoring & ancillary equipment, We
offer a complete range of equipment, from small
requisits such as silver solder to automatic wide
bandsaw sharpen¡ng machines.

Forestor-1 50 horizontal bandm¡ll. Full
particulars of this smaller capacity machine are
available on requesl.

Other sawmilling machines. ln addition to our
horizontal bandmills we also produce a range of
circular and band saws covering many
applications. We will be pleased to send you
details on request.


